
 

 

Daytona Milton Keynes – InKart Championship 

Round 11 – 25th November 2012 

The sun finally graced us with its presence on a breezy Sunday morning for the final round of the 

Daytona Milton Keynes InKart Championship. The drivers still had a wet track to contend with, 

however it was drying throughout the day, producing some exciting racing! 

National 

Cadet  

Light 

Heat 1A 

First heat of the day saw Jay Hodson and Archie Forber pull away from Theo Angus and the rest of 

the field.  Theo got off to a bad start but managed to hold onto third place for a while, until he span 

at turn 10 and dropped down the order. Lewis Harmer consequently moved up into third and began 

to catch the two leaders. Jay Hodson spun at turn 6, followed by Archie at turn 10 which allowed 

Lewis to soar into the lead. Lewis won from 4th place with a gap of 3.45 seconds, Jay was second, 

Archie in third. 

Heat 1B 

Second group of cadets got underway with Cameron B spinning on opening lap, dropping him to the 

back of the pack.  Harrison carried too much speed into turn 2 when attempting to overtake a 

recovering Cameron B and went out wide, leaving him space to come back through. Luke Richardson 

span at turn 2, allowing Kameron M to get past; however, he in turn span at turn 4 leaving space for 

Harrison to get past both drivers!  However he couldn't hold onto it and ended up back in fourth. 

Harry finished first storming ahead with Luke second and then Kameron M third. 

Heat 2A 

After a great drive in the first heat, Lewis looked favourite to win this heat as he was starting further 

up the grid.  Jack and Lewis fought for position at the front with Archie and Jay squabbling over 

fourth a little further back, but Archie span at turn 6 to move down to fifth.  Jack went too hot into 

turn 6 and hit the outside tires, promoting Lewis into the lead. Archie was flying after a great move 

into turn 11 and began hunting down Jack Deakin.  Archie tried a cheeky move on Jack at the last 

e d ut did ’t uite pull it off.  Le is just a out pulled off the i  ith Ja k second and Archie 

third. 

Heat 2B 

The first incident of the race occurred when Harrison spun at turn 2, unfortunately dropping him to 

the back of the field, but then made his way back to fourth gaining some good ground.  Luke was 

pulled up after a number of kerbing incidents and shown a warning board.  Harrison made excellent 

progress throughout the rest of the race and overcame his earlier mistake to win the heat. It finished 

with Harrison first, Cameron B second and Kameron M third.  



B Final 

Jack Deakin had a strong start and held fast at the front of the pack, but span at turn 10 to lose 

position. To top it all off, he then dangerously pulled out on oncoming traffic resulting in a black flag.  

This was followed by two consecutive ABCs on turns 10 and 11 and a strong word from the race 

director.  At the end of the race, the top three were: Jay first, Harrison second and Cameron third 

with only 5 seconds between the front two and over 30 seconds before third, meaning Jay earned 

himself a place in the Grand Final. 

Grand Final 

Harry Ephremsen looked quick at the front with Lewis only half a second behind.  Archie moved from 

fifth to second in one lap in a great charge, leaving the competition behind.  Jay span but held on 

well.  Archie took Harry on the inside of turn 9, held on through 10 and the two went side by side 

into 11, but then Archie just pulled away across the start/finish line to take the lead. Archie 

continued to pull away and gained a strong position at the front. Archie won with Harry in second 

only 3.45 seconds behind followed by Lewis 1.35 seconds behind in third. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heavy 

Heat 1A 

Zac Outfin spun on the pace lap putting Levi on pole. Both he and Kai (who started behind him in 

2nd) had a strong start. Charlie Toes received a black and white warning flag after a fishtail in the 

tricky conditions resulted in hitting into another driver. Levi began to really pull away from the rest 

of the grid and Toby was up into third after starting last. Zac had regained second after spinning on 

the pace lap but then Zac span out for the second time at turn 3. Levi took chequered with a 

convincing win, Oliver in second followed by Zac Outfin in third. 

Heat 1B 

On the opening lap, George Bridson held on to the lead and Dean Thomas made a solid move into 

second to begin the chase.  Bailey span at turn 6, dropping from third place.  George Bridson looked 

like the fastest driver from all cadet sessions so far, helped by a drying track which he used this to 



 

 

advantage to take a commanding lead.  Dean span at 10 to lose second place down to fourth.  Heat 

finished; George Bridson first, George Hucknall second and Robert Taylor third. 

Heat 2A 

Levi and Kai span at the first corner after an opening tussle between a large group of drivers, which 

was called as a racing incident. Charlie Toes span at turn 10 but retained his position. However he 

then unfortunately did it again at turn 4, and was not quite as lucky this time as he lost two 

positions.  Charlie then made his way back up to third at turn 11, an excellent recovery after spinning 

ea lie .  Le i o e took Oli e  at tu  5 ut did ’t uite ake it i to the top 3. To y o , Za  se o d 
and Charlie in third. 

Heat 2B 

At the start of the race, Dean overtook Bailey Bedborough at turn 4 to take to the lead. Robert 

Taylor then followed Dean through and went past Bailey at turn 5 to move into second place. 

George Bridson battled into the lead at turn 5 but Dean wasn't giving it up easily and it was a closely-

fought battle to the line.  George Bridson finished first, Dean Thomas second and George Hucknall 

third. 

B Final  

Levi started first with Robert Taylor trying to hold on only a few seconds behind.  Levi began to run 

away with it and soon had a 10 second advantage over second place with 2 laps to go.  Oliver spun 

at turn 6 and lost two positions. It was quite a spread out final with not too much activity but Levi 

took a solid win and secured a spot in the grand final, Robert took second and Charlie in with third. 

Grand Final 

The Final was ready to get underway with George Brison and George Hucknall fronting up the grid.  

It was quite tight in the first few corners but then George Bridson began to pull away slightly.  At 

tu  9 a g oup of fou  atte pted to s ueeze th ough at the sa e ti e, the e as ’t ea ly e ough 
room and saw George Hucknall spinning out.  Dean took his chance and climbed from fifth to second 

with a very strong lap.  Dean began closing the gap on George Bridson and managed to overtake him 

at turn 10 with some tight racing between the two.  Toby span at turn 5 putting Levi in third 

position, but Zac Outfin fought hard to regain his third place. Dean Thomas won with George B 

second and Zac finished strongly in third. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Junior 

Light 

Heat 1 

The Juniors kicked off with an ABC from Liam Coleman on Brandon.  Matthew Diemer and Dan 

Mallison were having an exciting battle changing position from turn 11 all the way to 4. Matthew 

managed to retake second and finish off the heat. Tor took the victory with a solid performance, 

Matthew second and Dan in third place. 

Heat 2 

Tor Outfin moved into third up the inside of Dan Mallison at turn 4. Brandon came far too hot into 

turn 6 and span putting him back in fifth.  Liam span at turn 9, then got hit and span again somehow 

managing to hold position in fourth. Dan and Tor were enjoying a good battle; Tor slipped past Dan 

up the inside of turn 2 and moved into second place.  Matthew took the win, with Dan second and 

Tor third after a competitive heat. 

Grand Final 

Tor started first and led from the front.  Dan took Matthew into turn 4 but then Matthew fought 

back after a battle between 5 and 6 coming out on top.  Dan and Brandon were battling it out but 

then Dan hit Brandon and gained an advantage by contact (ABC) at turn 6.  Tor was still out front 

with Brandon in second about 8 seconds back.  Fastest lap from Tor at 1:10:533 was quite 

impressive, he pulled out his best for the final. Tor Outfin was first, Brandon came home second 

followed by a fantastic last-second manoeuvre from Matthew to take third position over Liam 

between turns 10 and 11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heavy 

Heat 1 

Sam Howell started in pole position.  The heat began with some bumping between the back of the 

pack resulting with a black and white flag being shown to the last five drivers.  Alex displayed some 

excellent driving to progress into third place.  Jamaal Ahmed was going strong; overtaking Sam and 

Tyler on the inside of turn 10 with a great manoeuvre.  James retook the lead around turn 5 but then 

Alex managed to power into the lead on the final corner and won the session. 



 

 

Heat 2 

The second heat got underway and straight into a battle for third place between Tyler and James, 

with James looking like he would just edge it.  James Mottram then went on to spin at turn 4 but 

managed to regain one position back afterwards.  Jamaal moved into second with a good drive in 

this heat.  It finished with Alex in first, Jamaal second and Tyler third place. 

Grand Final 

Alex was looking confident on pole with Jamaal looking over his shoulder in second.  Everything was 

set to be a close race with seven in the grid.  Tyler took Jamaal round the inside of turn 9 but then 

ran wide on 10 to give position straight back.  Sam slipped past Tyler and then Jamaal round turn 11 

afte  a p olo ged attle to o e i to se o d pla e.  Sa ’s good u  e ded hen he span at turn 10 

after the fastest lap of the final 1:08:02, this put him back into fourth with Alex and Jamaal leading.  

Alex won with his best time of 1:08:05 followed by Jamaal in second 4.34 seconds behind, then Tyler 

only just behind him in third. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


